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Optimizing   
furnace  
installs
 

HVAC By Michael  Wilkinson,  Ryan Coleman and Dan Bradley 

In the September/October edition of 
Mechanical Business, we outlined 

several key furnace installation 
practices that, if followed, 
can optimize replacement 
furnace performance. 
The aim, of course, 
is improved comfort, 
durability and energy 
savings for homeowners.  
 
Unfortunately, the real-
world conditions found in 
many mechanical rooms do 
not match the conditions 
that would make quality 
furnace installations easy.  
 
In order to remove some of 
the barriers associated with 
furnace replacements, FortisBC 
has published the High-Efficiency Furnace 
Installation Guide for Existing Homes that 
highlights installation considerations and 
techniques for high-efficiency furnace 
replacements.  
 
The guide was prepared by Ecolighten 
Energy Solutions and RDH Building 
Science, in consultation with such 
industry stakeholders as the Province 
of British Columbia, FortisBC, TECA 
and HRAI. Of note, the guide includes 
a section on common challenges 
encountered by contractors in the 
field, proposing several solutions for 
troubleshooting existing site conditions.  
 
While some of the solutions proposed 
may help, they do not reflect all of 
the challenges that a contractor may 
encounter as part of a quality furnace 
installation, and local regulations may 
vary, so if in doubt, consult with your 
local inspectors and building officials.

The performance of a retrofit furnace 
is significantly influenced by both filter 
selection and filter cabinet accessibility 
and sealing. The existing furnace may 
include a filter cabinet that is inaccessible, 
unsealed or inappropriately sized for the 
new furnace filter media. 

When replacing a furnace and the filter cabinet, framing and 
other mechanical appliances are often situated directly adjacent 
the newly installed furnace, interfering with potential ductwork 
modifications. 

In this situation, one of these solutions may help overcome the 
obstacle:

• A lift kit can be constructed out of sheet metal and installed 
beneath the furnace base to avoid adjacent obstacles.

• The filter cabinet can be located elsewhere in 
the return air drop ductwork where there is more 

space available.

• The hot water tank or framing can be moved in order to 
accommodate the new furnace cabinet.

Remember, the secondary heat exchanger included in modern 
condensing furnaces has many small passages that are 
susceptible to obstruction by small particulate matter. Selection 
of a thicker filter with higher filtration efficiency can help protect 
these sensitive furnace components.
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Filter cabinet 
installation 
and filter media 
selection

NEW THERMOSTAT AND WIRING

Modern furnaces often include a staged gas valve that can improve building occupant 
comfort and save energy, if used. To take advantage of the staged gas valve, high-
efficiency furnaces require a compatible thermostat with the correct number of wires. 

Older single-stage thermostats require only two low-voltage wire connections, 
whereas newer thermostats generally require three, or more, wires. To capitalize on 
the improved features of the new furnace, the old thermostat should be replaced. 

Where fishing new wiring to the existing thermostat location poses a challenge, it may 
be possible to:

• Move the new thermostat to a location where the new wiring can be 
 easily installed;
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ACIDIC CONDENSATE REMOVAL

High-efficiency condensing furnaces produce acidic 
condensate that must be managed. The furnace appliance 
must be tipped to drain, or levelled to the manufacturer’s 
recommendations, with condensate removed via a direct 
line to an interior floor drain in order to prevent corrosion 
of furnace components. 
  In some situations, an easily accessible floor drain is not 
available. Furthermore, some municipalities or authorities 
having jurisdiction (AHJs) do not allow draining of the 
condensate directly into the municipal sewer system. 
  If permissible, find a drain that is accessible and below 
the furnace cabinet. Otherwise, a pump can be installed to 
transfer condensate to an acceptable drain. Note that drain 
piping should be braided to ensure that no kinks develop 
along the line. 
  In situations where untreated condensate cannot 
be drained into the municipal sewer system, an acid 
neutralizer such as limestones chips can be installed to 
treat the condensate.

Typically, existing ductwork is not sized correctly 
for the existing furnace system, let alone its high-
efficiency replacement. Newer furnaces produce 
higher airflow levels than older models, and 
this should be accommodated for in the system 
ductwork. 
  Oversized or undersized ductwork as well as poor 
sheet metal fittings can affect static pressure and 
increase turbulence in the ductwork which may 
place additional stresses on the replacement furnace 
blower fan. 
  In order to understand what duct modifications 
are needed, an external static pressure (ESP) test 
should be taken prior to selecting the new furnace. 
Where the existing furnace orientation limits testing 
access, the needed ductwork modifications can be 
estimated using a “Ductulator.” 
  If the existing ESP readings are high, investigate the home for closed 
or blocked grilles or duct runs. If no obstructions are observed, it may be 

possible to drop the size 
of the new furnace down 
a BTU size, while adding 
an alternative heat source 
to make up the remaining 
heating demand. 
  Supplementary ductwork 
or a new spill grille at the 
furnace can also be added 
to achieve lower ductwork 
pressures.
  If the existing ductwork 
ESP readings are low, it 
may be possible to partially 
close some of the supply 
or return air grilles to 
raise the ESP within the 
ductwork. 

• Install the new thermostat and wiring at, or 
near, the furnace and use a remote temperature 
sensor located at the old thermostat location; or 

• Install a wireless thermostat that interacts with 
the furnace without wiring.

DUCTWORK  
MODIFICATIONS

Older furnaces are typically natural draft 
appliances with a single exhaust vent pipe. 
The high-efficiency condensing furnaces that 
replace these existing models are designed 
for use with a two-pipe system where both 
exhaust and combustion air are connected 
directly outside. 

Installing the required venting can be 
challenging, particularly when the existing 
furnace is situated in the centre of a finished 
home. Penetrations caused by the new 
venting must not compromise the building 
enclosure. In some situations, municipalities 
may place restrictions on where the venting termination can occur. 

Where municipal bylaws do not prevent sidewall venting, the most common 
venting route is horizontally through the exterior wall. Often, a makeup air 
pipe already penetrates the exterior wall that can be removed and reused for 
the new venting. 

In situations where a new hole through the wall is desired, venting can be 
routed adjacent the existing exhaust venting and terminated with a concentric 
vent termination kit flush to the wall, or with two pipes with elbows up and 
down, respectively.

In single-level ranchers or two-storey homes, it is often practical to install the 
new venting vertically by using the existing B-vent route through the floors 
and roof above. A concentric termination kit can then be used at the existing 
B-vent flashing. 

Where the home has a vented crawlspace, the new venting can be routed 
through the floor and out through the basement foundation. 

Where the new venting penetrates the exterior of the building, always ensure 
that the necessary insulation, flashing, and air and moisture barrier repairs  
are completed.

COMBUSTION AIR 
VENTING


